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We show that all osmologial models with an aelerated stationary global attrator redue
asymptotially to a dark energy eld with an exponential potential oupled linearly to a perfet
uid dark matter. In suh models the abundane of the dark omponents reahes a stationary value
and therefore the problem of their present oinidene is solved. The requirement of a vanishing
oupling of the baryons in order to pass loal gravity experiments indues the existene of an inter-
mediate baryon-dominated era. We disuss in detail the properties of these models and show that
to aomodate standard nuleosynthesis they annot produe a mirowave bakground onsistent
with observations. We onlude that, among stationary models, only a time-dependent oupling or
equation of state might provide a realisti osmology.
I. INTRODUCTION
The reent observations of an aelerating expansion
[1℄, together with new osmi mirowave, large-sale
struture and lensing data, give a strong indiation that
the universe uid is omposed of at least four dierent
omponents: relativisti matter (≤0.01%), baryons (few
per ent), dark matter (∼30%) and dark energy (∼70%).
The present amount of these omponents raises some
deep questions: Why are the dark matter and dark en-
ergy, whih supposedly have a dierent saling with time,
almost equal right now [2℄? Why are the baryons strongly
suppressed with respet to dark matter? Why is the oin-
idene between the dark omponents relatively lose to
the equivalene between matter and radiation (as pointed
out by [3℄)?
The problem of the present oinidene between dark
energy and dark matter ould be simply solved if the two
uids have the same saling with time (let us all a sys-
tem of uids ρ1, ρ2 with idential saling a stationary
model, sine d(ρ1/ρ2)/dt = 0). It is interesting to remark
that suh a saling an soon be observationally tested [4℄.
It is well known that, assuming an exponential potential
for the salar eld representing the dark energy, the eld
sales as the dominant omponent [5, 6, 7℄, but this does
not produe aeleration. The question therefore arises
of whih is the most general system of dark matter (mod-
eled as a perfet uid) and dark energy (a salar eld)
that allows an aelerated stationary global attrator. In
this paper, following the arguments of ref. [8℄, we show
that all models whih ontain an aelerated stationary
global attrator redue asymptotially to a system har-
aterized by an exponential potential and a linear ou-
pling between the two omponents. Systems of suh a
kind have been already analyzed rst in refs. [9, 10℄ and
suessively by many authors [11, 12, 13, 14, 15℄, while
their perturbations have been studied in ref. [16℄. In or-
der to pass loal gravity experiments [17℄, we argue that
it is neessary to break the universality of the oupling,
leaving the baryons unoupled or weakly oupled (see
e.g. [11, 17, 18, 19, 20℄). These assumptions ompletely
dene our osmology.
The onsequenes of a linear oupling between the dark
omponents are manifold. First, as already remarked,
this explains the osmi oinidene and the aeleration.
Seond, the aelerated regime explains the deay of the
baryons with respet to the dark omponents. Third, the
near oinidene of the equivalene between the luminous
omponents (baryons and radiation) and the beginning
of the dark era (dark equivalene from now) is automat-
ially enfored. Fourth, the baryons are the dominant
omponent between the two equivalene times, produ-
ing a deelerated epoh in whih gravitational instability
is eetive. Fifth, the present status of the universe is
independent of the initial onditions, being on a global
attrator. In addition, it is to be notied that the model
requires only onstants of order unity in Plank units,
and that they are all xed by the observations of the
present energy densities and the aeleration.
Nothwithstanding these intriguing features, we show
that the model we present here fails in satisfying at
the same time the nuleosynthesis requirements together
with produing an aeptable osmi mirowave bak-
ground (CMB) angular power spetrum. In fat if the
onditions for a standard nuleosynthesis are adopted,
during the reent aelerated regime a fast growth of the
perturbations is indued, whih in turn auses an ex-
essive integrated Sahs-Wolfe (ISW) eet, in ontrast
with the observations. Nevertheless, we think that the
dynamis we disuss is interesting on its own.
The onlusion we draw is that only models with a
time-dependent oupling or a potential more ompliated
that an exponential may ontain an aelerated global
attrator and at the same time be ompatible with nu-
leosynthesis. A solution along these lines has been pro-
posed in [21℄ where a non-linear modulation of the ou-
pling allows nuleosynthesis to happen and struture to
form in a regime of weak oupling, while the aeleration
is produed in the subsequent (present) regime of strong
oupling. In ref. [22℄ it has been shown that a similar
mehanism may be realized in superstring theories.
2II. HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTIONS
Let us show rst why all two-uid systems with a sta-
tionary aelerated attrator redue asymptotially to
the one investigated below. Let us write a generi oupled
two-uid systems with equations of state px = (wx−1)ρx
in a at Friedmann metri as
ρ˙c + 3Hwcρc = δ, (1)
ρ˙φ + 3Hwφρφ = −δ, (2)
where the subsript c stands for old dark matter (CDM)
and the subsript φ for a salar eld. The Friedmann
equation is
3H2 = κ2 (ρφ + ρc) ,
where κ2 = 8pi and G = c = 1. As shown in ref. [8℄, the
stationary ondition d(ρc/ρφ)dt = 0, that is ρφ = Aρc,
an be satised only if
δ =
√
3ρcκ (wc − wφ) A√
1 +A
ρc. (3)
Putting wc = 1 and observing that A = Ωφ/(1−Ωφ), we
have
δ =
√
3κ2Ωφ
2
η − 1√
1 + η
|φ˙|ρc, (4)
where η = 2U/φ˙2, the ratio of the potential to kineti
salar eld energy (notie that wφ = 2/(1 + η)). The
stationary solution is aelerated if
a¨
a
= H˙ +H2 = κ2(1 +A)ρc
(
1− wφ
2
Ωφ − 1
6
)
> 0,
whih, for 2 > wφ > 0, an be realized only if Ωφ > 1/3
(i.e. A > 1/2) and
η >
3Ωφ + 1
3Ωφ − 1 > 2. (5)
So far we repeated the steps of ref. [8℄. Now, let us
onsider the asymptoti behavior of η. If η → 0, the
kineti energy dominates over the potential energy, and
the asymptoti solution is not aelerated. If, on the
other hand, η →∞, the potential energy dominates, and
the solution will be idential to that of a osmologial
onstant. In fat, in this limit φ˙ = 0 and wφ = 0 and Eq.
(2) gives δ = 0 where
δ = ρc
√
3κ2U(φ)Ωφ, (6)
whih implies ρc → 0. Therefore, barring osillatory so-
lutions, only if η → const. the salar eld behaves as
stationary aelerated dark energy (learly this ase in-
ludes also that of dark energy as a perfet uid). When
η is onstant, the oupling redues to
δ =
√
2/3κβ|φ˙|ρc, (7)
with
β =
3
2
(η − 1)
√
Ωφ
1 + η
, (8)
whih is the form we study below. Moreover, it is easy
to show that η =onst. implies an exponential potential
U = U0e
−
√
2/3µκφ
where
µ =
3√
Ωφ(1 + η)
[
1 +
1
2
(η − 1)(1− Ωφ)
]
. (9)
The onlusion is that a linear oupling and an exponen-
tial potential represents the only non-trivial asymptoti
ase of stationary aelerated dark energy. It is not dif-
ult to see that this theorem extends also to a Brans-
Dike theory with an expliit oupling between matter
omponents. As will be shown below, suh a solution is
also a global attrator in a ertain region of the parame-
ter spae.
The ondition for aeleration, η > (3Ωφ+1)/(3Ωφ−1),
together with Ωφ < 1, imply in Eq. (8) that
β >
√
3/2. (10)
This limit is muh larger than allowed by loal gravity
experiments on baryons, whih give at most β < 0.01
(see e.g. [9, 17℄). Therefore, the theory must break the
universality of the oupling and let the baryons be de-
oupled from dark energy. An immediate onsequene
of the speies-dependent oupling, so far unnotied, an
be seen by observing that the energy density of the dark
omponents sales as
ρφ ∼ ρc ∼ a−3
µ
µ+β . (11)
For any β > 0 the energy density deays slower than
in the standard matter-dominated Friedmann universe.
Therefore, any unoupled (or weakly oupled) ompo-
nent, as the baryons, deays faster than the oupled ones
(see also [14℄).
The osmology we study below is a more realisti ver-
sion of the one above: we inlude in fat radiation and
baryons, both of whih are oupled to the dark ompo-
nents only through gravitation. One baryons and radi-
ation deay away, we reover the stationary aelerated
attrator. The Einstein equations for our model have
been already desribed in [11℄, in whih a similar model
(but on a dierent attrator, i.e., for dierent parame-
ters) was studied (see also ref. [23℄). Here we summarize
their properties. The onservation equations for the eld
φ , old dark matter, baryons (b ), and radiation (γ ),
plus the Friedmann equation, are
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+ U,φ = −
√
2/3κβρc,
ρ˙c + 3Hρc =
√
2/3κβρcφ˙,
ρ˙b + 3Hρb = 0, (12)
ρ˙γ + 4Hργ = 0,
3H2 = κ2 (ρc + ρb + ργ + ρφ) ,
3where H = a˙/a and U(φ) = U0e
−
√
2/3µκφ
(we put φ˙ in-
stead of |φ˙| for generality). The oupling β an be seen
as the relative strength of the dark matter-dark energy
interation with respet to the gravitational fore. The
only parameters of our model are β and µ (the onstant
U0 an always be resaled away by a redenition of φ).
For β = µ = 0 we redue to the standard osmologial
onstant ase, while for β = 0 we reover the Ferreira &
Joye model of [6℄. As shown in ref. [25℄, the oupling we
assume here an be derived by a onformal transforma-
tion of a Brans-Dike model, whih automatially leaves
the radiation unoupled. To deouple the baryons one
needs to onsider a two-metri Brans-Dike Lagrangian
as proposed in [17℄. Additional theoretial motivations
for this kind of oupling have been put forward in ref.
[14℄ and for oupled dark energy in general in ref. [24℄.
The system (12) is best studied in the new variables
[11, 26℄ x = κH
φ˙√
6
, y = κH
√
U/3, z = κH
√
ργ/3 and
u = κH
√
ρb/3 and the time variable α = log a. Then we
obtain
x′ = (z′/z − 1)x− µy2 + β(1− x2 − y2 − z2 − u2),
y′ = µxy + y (2 + z′/z) ,
u′ = −3/2u+ u (2 + z′/z) , (13)
z′ = −z (1− 3x2 + 3y2 − z2) /2,
where the prime denotes derivation with respet to α.
The CDM energy density parameter is obviously Ωc =
1 − x2 − y2 − z2 − u2 while we also have Ωφ = x2 + y2,
Ωγ = z
2
and Ωb = u
2
. The system is subjet to the
ondition x2 + y2 + z2 + u2 ≤ 1.
The ritial points of system (13) are listed in Tab. I,
where p is the sale fator exponent, a ∼ τp/1−p = tp,
where g ≡ 4β2 + 4βµ + 18, and where we used the sub-
sripts b, c, r to denote the existene of baryons, matter
or radiation, respetively, beside dark energy. In Tab. II
we report the onditions of existene and stability of the
ritial points, denoting µ+ = (−β +
√
18 + β2)/2 and
µ0 = −β − 92β .
In Fig. 1 we display the parameter spae of the model,
indiating for any hoie of the parameters whih point
is a global attrator (notie that there is omplete sym-
metry under β → −β and µ→ −µ). As in [11℄, in whih
the baryons have been inluded only as a perturbation,
there exists one and only one global attrator for any
hoie of the parameters. The expliit inlusion of the
baryons indues here two new ritial points (bb and fb
); moreover, ontrary to [11℄, all the ritial points with
non-vanishing radiation are always unstable.
From now on, we fous our attention on those param-
eters for whih the global attrator is bc, the only ritial
point that may be stationary and aelerated. In Fig. 1
we show as a grey region the parameters for whih this
attrator is aelerated. When bc is the global attrator,
the system goes through three phases:
a) the radiation dominated era (the saddle br );
b) the baryon dominated era ( the saddle bb );
) the dark energy era (the global attrator bc ).
The dynamis of the model is represented in Fig. 2
(trend of Ωc,b,γ,φ) and in Fig. 3 (weff ). During the
various phases, the salar eld is always proportional to
the dominant omponent, just as in the unoupled model
of ref. [6℄. The three eras are learly visible: rst, the
energy density is dominated by the radiation, with a on-
stant ontribution from the salar eld and a vanishing
one from dark matter; then, the baryons overtake the
radiation, and the salar eld sale aordingly; nally,
the system falls on the nal stationary aelerated at-
trator, where dark matter and dark energy share the
energy density and the baryons deay away. The two
parameters β and µ are uniquely xed by the observed
amount of Ωc and by the present aeleration parameter
(or equivalently by weff ). For instane, Ωc0 = 0.30 and
weff = 0.33 gives µ = 8 and β = 16, values whih have
been used in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. With this value of µ
we have during radiation Ωφ = 6/µ
2 ≃ 0.09, ompatible
with the nuleosynthesis onstraints (see e.g. [6, 27℄).
To be more onservative, values of µ bigger than 11.5
would satisfy the requirement of having Ωφ < 0.045 dur-
ing nuleosynthesis as suggested in [28℄ but the situation
would be qualitatively similar. One β , µ and the present
baryon and radiation abundanes are xed, the model is
ompletely determined, and the ratio of dark matter to
dark energy is independent of the initial onditions.
The radiation equivalene ours at a redshift zeq given
by (1 + zeq) = Ωb0/Ωγ0 ≃ 500 for realisti values. The
dark equivalene redshift zdark an be found equating
the baryon density and the dark energy density. From
the onservation laws
ρB ∼ a−3, ρC ∼ ρφ ∼ a−3
µ
µ+β , (14)
putting r = β/µ and approximating Ωφ0 ≃ r1+r (valid
for β, µ≫ 1 ) it turns out that
1 + zdark =
[
r
Ωb0 (1 + r)
] 1
3 (1+
1
r )
, (15)
For r ≃ 2, we obtain zdark ≃ 5.
The three main observations we ompare our model
to, nuleosynthesis, struture formation and present a-
eleration, are produed in turn during the three eras.
The bakground trajetory disussed above passes the
nuleosynthesis onstraint, yields the observed aelera-
tion and explains the osmi oinidene. However, as
we show next, it gives an exeedingly large integrated
Sahs-Wolfe eet.
III. PERTURBATIONS
Close to the ritial points bb and bc the perturbations
in the old dark matter omponent (δc) and in the bary-
oni one (δb) grow as a power of the sale fator, that
is δc = δb/b = a
m
(see ref. [34℄). In this expression the
4Table I: Critial points.
Point x y z u Ωφ p weff wφ
a −µ
3
√
1− µ2
9
0 0 1 3
µ2
2µ2
9
2µ2
9
br − 2µ
√
2
|µ|
√
1− 6
µ2
0
6
µ2
1
2
4
3
4
3
bc − 32(µ+β)
√
g−9
2|µ+β| 0 0
g
4(β+µ)2
2
3
(
1 + β
µ
)
µ
µ+β
18
g
bb − 32µ 32|µ| 0
√
1− 9
2µ2
9
2µ2
2
3
1 1
cr 0 0 1 0 0
1
2
4
3
−
crc
1
2β
0
√
1− 3
4β2
0
1
4β2
1
2
4
3
2
cc
2
3
β 0 0 0 4
9
β2 6
4β2+9
1 + 4β
2
9
2
d −1 0 0 0 1 1/3 2 2
e +1 0 0 0 1 1/3 2 2
fb 0 0 0 1 0 2/3 1 −
Table II: Properties of the ritial points.
Point Existene Stability Aeleration
a µ < 3 µ < µ+, µ <
3√
2
µ <
√
3
br µ >
√
6 unstable ∀µ, β never
bc |µ+ β| > 32 , µ < µ0 β > 0, µ > µ+ µ < 2β
bb µ >
3√
2
β < 0, µ > 3√
2
never
cr ∀µ, β unstable ∀µ, β never
crc |β| >
√
3
2
unstable ∀µ, β never
cc |β| < 32 unstable ∀µ, β never
d ∀µ, β unstable ∀µ, β never
e ∀µ, β unstable ∀µ, β never
fb ∀µ, β unstable ∀µ, β never
-4 -2 0 2 4β
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
µ
a
bcbb
µ
Figure 1: Parameter spae. Eah region is labelled by the
point that is a global attrator there. Within the gray region
the attrator is aelerated.
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Figure 2: Trend of the radiation (dashed green line), dark en-
ergy (thik blak line), dark matter (thin red line) and baryon
(dotted blue line) density frations, for µ = 8 and β = 16
(here and in Figs. 3 and 6 the absissa is log10 a.)
baryon bias b and the growth exponentm depend only on
the parameters µ and β. Considering only the dominating
growing modes, during the baryoni phase the perturba-
tions evolve asymptotially with the law (see for instane
ref. [6℄)
m1 =
1
4
(
−1 +
√
25− 108
µ2
)
; (16)
while in the last plateau the ommon growth exponent is
m2 =
1
4 (β + µ)
[−10β − µ+∆]
where
∆2 = −108 + 44βµ+ 32β3µ+ 25µ2 + β2 (32µ2 − 44)
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Figure 3: The eetive equation of state weff = 1+ ptot/ρtot
for the same parameters as in the previous gure. Below the
dashed line the expansion is aelerated.
In ref. [34℄ it is also reported how restritions on the
baryon bias would result in further onstraints on the
model but these will not be used here sine experimen-
tal bias determinations still remain rather unertain. The
onstraint provided by nuleosynthesis an surely be on-
sidered on rmer grounds.
The nuleosynthesis onstraint µ & 7 (so that Ωφ(1
MeV) . 0.1) together with the limitation 0.6 < Ωφ0 <
0.8 implies a value of β omprised between 9.8 and 27.3.
For this range of values the growth exponent in the last
era is found to lie between 7.4 and 15.3 respetively. In
Fig. 4 numerial evolutions of δc and δb using the full set
of equations are shown in the ase µ = 7 and β = 9.8 for a
utuation of wavelength 10 Mp h−1 : the fast growth
during the nal stage shows up learly. With suh a
onspiuous growth one expets a very large (late) ISW
eet on the CMB, whih in fat appears in the numeri-
al integrations of the model of Fig. 5, produed using a
version of CMBFAST modied for the dark energy. The
angular power spetrum is fored, by the normalization
proedure, to be highly suppressed at the lowest angular
sales respet to the observed values. This determines the
failure of the model investigated here. Even negleting
the nuleosynthesis onstraint, the existene of a radia-
tion era requires µ >
√
6, a value that indues again an
unaeptably large ISW eet.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Our oupled dark energy model provides a osmolog-
ial senario with quite unusual features. The standard
sequene of a dark matter era followed by a osmolog-
ial onstant era, whih fores to put the present uni-
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log a
1. ´ 10-6
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Figure 4: The evolution of a 10 Mp/h perturbation for β =
9.8 and µ = 7. The baryon utuations δb are represented by
the dotted (blue) line, the CDM δc by the ontinuous (red)
line.
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Figure 5: CMB power spetra Cℓ for two set of parameters:
β = 4,µ = 3.5 (top urve) and β = 3.3,µ = 4.2 (bottom
urve), ompared with observational data from Boomerang
[30℄ and COBE [31℄. The other input values for CMBFAST
are h = 0.8,Ωb = 0.04,Ωc = 0.3, n = 1. The strong ISW eet
at small multipoles is evident. Larger values of µ, as needed
from the nuleosynthesis onstraint, enhane the problem.
verse on a unlikely transient, is here replaed by a bary-
oni era and a stationary dark era in whih dark energy
and dark matter share a onstant fration of the total
density. Contrary to almost all models published so far,
the present universe an be seen as already on the nal
global attrator (exept that, lukily, some baryons are
still around). The two new dimensionless onstants in-
trodued in our senario, β and µ, are determined by the
present dark matter energy density and by the present
aeleration, and an be of order unity. All osmologies
with an aelerated stationary global attrator redue
asymptotially to the model disussed in this paper.
In this model the oinidene problem is immediately
solved by setting β and µ to the same order of magnitude.
6Regardless of the initial ondition, the universe evolves
to a stationary state with Ωφ/Ωc =onst. and of order
unity.
Moreover, this model explains also why the aelerated
epoh ours just before the present or, equivalently, why
there are far less baryons than CDM. The reason is pro-
vided by Eq. (15): xing r = β/µ of order unity and Ωb0
of the order of a few per ent, we have zdark near unity,
regardless of the initial onditions. That is, the fat that
we observe a relatively small quantity of baryons around
implies that the aelerated epoh is reent. Muh more
or muh less baryons would push the beginning of the
aelerated epoh far in the future or in the past.
The problem of the near oinidene between the ra-
diation equivalene and the dark equivalene an be
rephrased as why zeq and zdark are relatively lose to
eah other. The answer is that is the end of the radia-
tion era that triggers the onset of the baryon era, whih
in turn lasts for a relatively short time beause the sys-
tem is heading toward the global attrator represented
by the dark era.
Despite these positive features, the model as it stands
annot explain our universe, sine baryons and CDM
utuations grow exessively during the last aelerated
phase if it is onsidered that a standard nuleosynthe-
sis has taken plae earlier. This auses a CMB angular
power spetrum suppressed at the lowest angular sales
respet to the observational results. Thus we are fored
to onlude that, for the universe to fall on the station-
ary attrator, a non-linear modulation in the oupling
(as in ref. [21℄), and/or a potential that redues only
asymptotially to a pure exponential, is needed.
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